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Re: Fallout Shelter Extremis Hack [Pros Only] Well, since
no one is responding to this thread, I will. So, I know this
is a graphics thread, and all. However, based on the title
of this thread, I assume that you have looked into making
some sort of Fallout Shelter Extreme graphics hack. Are

you having problems? Are you getting tired of the game?
Re: Fallout Shelter Extremis Hack [Pros Only] I have
never got into extreme Fallout Shelter but if I did I

probably wouldn’t make a hack for it. I will probably
make my normal Fallout Shelter hack instead. Re: Fallout
Shelter Extremis Hack [Pros Only] I have played Fallout
Shelter since it came out and it is a solid game. It's easy
to pick up and play especially for first-timers. I've never
tried extreme, but it sounds like it would be different. I
can understand why other people would dislike Fallout

Shelter and it does have a lot of flaws, mostly, the
monotonous timer. On the other hand, the Fallout world
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has plenty of gameplay and features. If you want to try
some others, I recommend checking out Nuclear Throne
and Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes. Edit: I only own
two games on steam, fallout shelter and nuclear throne.
Last edited by Soren E; 10/20/2013 at 07:41 PM. Reason:
Typo correction For the Game Itself, there are a few fixes

you could add. For example, there is an addon called
"Waypoints" that adds waypoints to your map. But

because Bethesda liked the idea of saving points, they
didn't include it in the game in the first place. So, you will
have to add it for yourself. Also, since you don't need the

XL as there is no karmic dimension, you could remove
the extra XL monster that is on the roof of the loading

screen to save a few quadrillion bytes. Re: Fallout Shelter
Extremis Hack [Pros Only] Dude, its been 2 years, you

should be all up in the project. Do a video, have it
released on your own site, and then post this comment
on whatever thread. If you still don't do it, the chances
are you never will. Re: Fallout Shelter Extremis Hack

[Pros Only] I agree that you should release it 0cc13bf012
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